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Abstract. Virtual Interfaces and Visibility Masks are an extremely efficient
method for parallelising the Radiosity Method. They exploit data locality, and
keep communication between nodes as low as possible. Previous papers on this
technique have been mainly concerned with raw performance, and have failed
to analyse how these techniques can impact on the quality of the final image.
This paper explores the efficiency of generating visibility masks, and analyses
the tradeoff between image quality and speed.

1 Introduction
As computing power has increased in the last few years, it has become possible to
render larger and more complicated scenes within a reasonable time-frame. As these
scenes grow larger, problems are encountered when using the radiosity method to render
them. Since the radiosity method exhibits a lack of data locality, large scenes cannot
effectively exploit the memory hierarchy of the computer.
When using the ray-tracing algorithm, the computation of two adjacent pixels will
most probably result in a similar set of rays being cast, and a similar set of occlusions
being tested for. The resultant memory access patterns can make effective use of the
computer’s memory hierarchy, as the data which is used for calculating the second pixel
will have been read into the cache as a result of the previous calculation. However, when
we look at the radiosity method, and its one-to-many shooting patterns, it is immediately
obvious that these patterns will not gain as much benefit from caching.
Since the arrival of radiosity onto the rendering arena, most work aimed at improving computational efficiency has concentrated on reducing the number of necessary
computations, or on using tightly coupled multiprocessor machines. Few solutions have
concentrated on the issue of data locality. Those that have are mostly based on divide
and conquer strategies: By dividing the scene into local environments, we get improved
data locality in the subscenes.

2 Related Work
Some of the earliest divide and conquer approaches to parallel radiosity were proposed
by Xu et al. [6] and Neumann et al. [5]. Both approaches utilised the same idea: By
subdividing the scene into local environments using virtual walls, the efficiency of the
algorithm can be improved. The virtual wall is a temporary storage area for energy
as it travels from one local environment to the other. The wall consists of patches
which receive energy from the local environment. These patches are then transmitted
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to the neighbouring environment, where their energy is distributed. This technique was
refined by Arnaldi et al. [2], who introduced a directional element to the patches on the
virtual wall. This lead to more accurate results, but also resulted in extra computation
and storage requirements.
The local environment concept was further refined by Arnaldi et al. [1] with the
Visibility Masks method. Here, the environment is once again subdivided into local
environments, but there are no virtual walls dividing them. Instead, when a patch shoots
into the local environment, it generates a visibility mask. The mask acts as an occlusion
buffer, and stores the visibility of the patch from outside the local environment (Fig 1).

3 Theory
The progressive refinement [3] technique, with Monte Carlo integration for form factor
calculation, is used to evaluate the radiosity solution for the local environment. In
this technique, the patch with the greatest unshot energy is chosen, and this energy
is then distributed around the scene. The patch is then propagated to neighbouring
environments, where it is placed on a queue. When this patch has the greatest amount
of unshot energy in the new environment, its energy is distributed, and so on until the
patch has fully distributed its energy. During the distribution in an environment, the
visibility mask is filled in. The mask is represented by a discretised hemisphere. Each
pixel of the hemisphere corresponds to a boolean value in the visibility mask. A value is
set to false if a ray passing through that pixel encounters an object in the environment.
One of the more important decisions that must be taken when initialising the visibility mask is its resolution. Masks with lower resolutions take less time to fill in, and use
less network bandwidth, but obviously suffer from a deterioration in definition. This
can have a adverse effect on image quality. Shadow edges become less defined, and
discontinuities in shadow edges can occur at the boundaries between environments.

4 Algorithm
The Hemisphere of the visibility mask is represented as a 2D array of bits: A 0 represents false (an occlusion), and a 1 represents true (no occlusion). The indices for the

array are and  of the outgoing ray which originates at the centre of the shooting
patch. We decided to utilise a uniform pixel structure, as this would be extremely efficient in the transmission of patches between local environments. Since the 2D array
is basically a flat array of integers in memory, it is trivial to pack it into the outgoing
packet, and just as importantly, trivial to unpack at the destination. The choice of and
 as indices also gives the mask better resolution in the normal direction, where it is
needed most.
The hemisphere’s resolution is specified by an integer variable r. The resolution
along  is 4 times as great as that along .
There are two choices for filling in the hemisphere:
Method A: Fill in the visibility mask while shooting rays when calculating the
form factor. No extra rays need to be shot, and hence the only extra computation
necessary is the actual filling in of the mask. However, pixels may be marked
off multiple times and there is no efficient way of preventing this wastage. The
resultant wasted computation can prove expensive if the number of rays being
shot is very large. This method does not guarantee 100% accuracy. If the flux of
the rays in a particular direction is not high enough, not all relevant pixels will be
marked. This can lead to “light leaks” in the mask, and hence shadows may not
be as dark as they should be.
Method B: Fill in the visibility mask after form factor computation. This involves
shooting a ray through each pixel in the hemisphere, and marking the pixel if the
ray hits an object. This method incurs extra computation, as extra ray casts are
needed. As the resolution of the mask increases, so does the number of ray casts
required. This method does guarantee the correctness of the mask however.

5 Results
A modified Cornell Box was used as the test scene for analysing image quality. This
particular scene was chosen due to the shadow cast by the tall yellow box on the left
hand side, which was particularly good at picking up errors.
Figure 2 shows this scene rendered with varying resolutions 1, and a reference image. The reference image was rendered using the same scene data, but with a resolution
of 250. When the resolution is 20, there is a clear deterioration in the image quality
at the edge of the above-mentioned shadow. Due to the poor resolution of the mask,
the shadow has poorly defined shape, with jagged edges. There is also a noticeable
discontinuity in the shadow edge as it crosses from one environment to the other. This
discontinuity is also present in the other images, but it is much less noticeable. If the
reference image is compared with the other images, there is very little difference between it and when the visibility mask resolution is 100. When the resolution is reduced
to 50, there is some loss in definition, but it is barely noticeable.
Figure 3 contains an image that has been rendered using method A with a very high
mask resolution. The visibility masks have not been filled in properly, and light has
leaked through into the environment on the right. Hence the shadow cast by the tall
yellow box is completely wrong.
Table 1 contains details of execution time for the scene using both methods at various resolutions. Computation was done on a uniprocessor sytem. This was to in order
to prevent network latency from interfering with the results. It is immediately obvious
that method B is far quicker at lower resolutions. The two methods are nearly equal
1 In
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Resolution
20
50
100

Method A
196m 38s
205m 11s
209m 24s

Method B
171m 10s
179m 30s
202m 37s

Table 1. Execution Time

when the resolution approaches 100. However, method B would still be the preferred
choice, as it is at such resolutions that light leaks start to occur in the mask. The probability of light leaks occuring can be reduced by making the patches in the scene smaller
or by increasing the number of Monte Carlo samples when calculating the form factor,
thus increasing the chances that a pixel on the hemisphere will be hit by an outgoing
ray. Both these solutions will add greatly to computation time however, rendering them
effectively useless.

6 Conclusion
The resolution of visibilty masks can have a profound impact on image quality. Increased resolutions clearly give better image quality, but this quality comes at a price.
Higher resolutions for method B give longer computation time, while with method A,
we must face the probability of light leaks.
Method B could have problems dealing with extremely complex scenes however.
Since this method uses extra ray casts, the number of surfaces in the scene will have an
impact on performance. The use of a well-tuned acceleration system (e.g. a SEADS
grid [4]) should reduce this to a minimum.
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